Reduce spend with
actionable insight.

Centrally Manage Pharmacy Information
for Realized Savings
Save money on operational expenses, medications, and waste with
instant access to ViewMasteRx, a powerful, yet easy-to-use web-based
tool customizable to your organization.
ViewMasteRx addresses the most common elements of pharmacy
information through three central features:

Tracking
No matter how your team submits medication orders, staff can log on
and instantly check the status through ViewMasteRx to avoid delays and
skipped doses. And, for even added efficiencies, nurses can monitor
medications and scheduled deliveries with Order Alerts. Available via
email, text, or fax, the alerts:
•

Show the number of prescriptions that are processing
without issues

•

Highlight those orders for which prescriptions cannot
be delivered and the reason, such as prior authorization
required, refill too soon or Class II drug

With our movile version,
ViewMasteRx Go,
you’ll never miss a cost
containment opportunity.

There’s lots more at PharMerica.com
800.564.1640

Cost
Containment

Medication Management

Billing and Reporting

With ViewMasteRx, medication orders, refills,
discontinues, destructions, and returns are
secure and quick, freeing staff to spend more time
caring for residents. Key benefits of the system’s
management functions include:

Avoid surprises to your bottom line with immediate
access to the latest data. This actionable insight
into billing, utilization and resident-specific activities
allows you to:

•

Online Fills: Nurses can order online
from their stations and physicians can
e-prescribe for both controlled and noncontrolled orders to any of our pharmacies
nationwide

•

Split-billing Returns: ViewMasteRx
provides an easy return process for unused
medications and split billing with third party
payors at discharge to save clients up to
10%

•

EMR Integration: All mediation dispense
information interfaces automatically with
enterprise EMR/EHR systems in real time

•

Optimized Administration: Nurses have
direct, instant access to policies and
procedures manuals, the PharMerica
Lending Library, and IV-related resources
such as clinical information, equipment
instructions, and links to pertinent
materials and forms

•

Streamline Billing: You can customize
your own billing data fields and import the
data into your facility’s billing system

•

View Pending Charges: Pending charges
and current and past invoices can be
reviewed at any time using the standard
report available thru ViewMasteRx.
Plus, advanced options allow insight into
charges for specific residents, drug names,
prescription numbers, and more.

•

Resolve Invoice Questions: Through an
integrated Invoice Resolution Center, you
can request, track adjustments to, and
correct invoices to address billing issues
before they occur

•

View Savings Opportunities: Find out
how much you’d save by using generics
or receive alerts for therapeutic drug
substitutions pre-admission

•

Customize Reporting: Utilization
management, census and custom
medication-specific reporting is available
through ViewMasteRx so staff can
generate reports at any time. Facilities
also have direct access to our consultant
pharmacist reports.

PharMerica provides innovative solutions to control pharmacy
costs, ensure accurate and timely access to medications, and
remain in compliance with state and federal regulations.
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